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                MUSIC AT OH POOL

Enjoy refreshing cocktails, light fare, live music, and themed weekends.
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                SIP + SHOP

Sip, sample, and scoop up some of our favorite bottles on Thursday, April 18.
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                GLAM-O-RAMA

Get ready for an evening of fashion, food, and cocktails on Friday, April 26.
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                ARIZONA TIKI OASIS

Join us for an island lifestyle party in the middle of the desert, April 25-28!
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                SAKE DINNER

Savor a four-course dinner with Sake pairings on Thursday, May 2. 
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                BURGER BATTLE

After a tasty eight-week competition, stop in for brunch in June to try the winning burger!
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                MOTHER'S DAY

Treat mom to festive eats with a chef-attended buffet in SoHo and brunch and dinner features in ZuZu.
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                LIVE MUSIC AT ZUZU

Visit us at ZuZu for live music select Fridays and Saturdays from 7-10 p.m.
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                MAGICAL HISTORY TOUR

Explore the classic design and Hollywood past of the hotel with this 90-minute walking tour guided by our local expert.
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                FIRESIDE NIGHTS

Spend an evening under the stars at our fire pit, complete with wine, s'mores, and plenty of treats.
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                HAPPY HOUR

Stop in Mondays through Thursdays from 4-6 p.m. for specially priced bites and drinks.
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                SIP + SPLASH BACHELORETTE PACKAGE

Escape to sunny Scottsdale for the perfect desert weekend retreat, including a room, wine welcome amenity, nightly credit for food and drinks, and a round of poolside cocktails.
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                PRIVATE PRANA

Indulge in a private yoga session that will restore both body and mind, with dramatic backdrops including the Sky Line Rooftop.
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                BUBBLES & NO SLEEP TROUBLES

We're making counting sheep easy with this package that includes an eye mask, bath bubble bar, melatonin patch, aromatherapy roller, and sleep meditations book. Sweet dreams.
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                SCOTTSDALE STRIDES

Lace up your Hotel Valley Ho sneakers and explore local hot spots within walking distance of the hotel.
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                VINYL REWIND PACKAGE

Take a trip back in time with this retro package that includes a record player and some vinyl.
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                BATHTUB BOTTLE SERVICE

Treat yourself to a bottle of wine, chocolate-dipped strawberries, a colorful bath bomb, plenty of bubbles for your soak, and tea light candles.
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                SUNNY IN SCOTTSDALE BABYMOON PACKAGE

Say hello to sunshine and good times before it’s time to say hello, baby. You'll get a Kodak Printomatic camera, Mother Mother Face + Belly Oil, a Mom-to-Be Massage at VH Spa, and more.
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6850 East Main Street
Scottsdale, AZ 85251  
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